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Analytic pseudodifferential operators were first introduced by Boutet de 
Monvel and Kree [3], and then Boutet de Monvel [2] (see also Treves ]5] 
for a slightly different presentation). These operators have been described by 
their symbols. In Baouendi and Goulaouic [ 11, a class of operators is defined 
by their distributions kernels. In this paper we prove that the classes of 
operators defined in [ 51 and [ I] coincide. 
I. MAIN RESULTS 
We recall the definition of analytic symbols as given in [5]. Let n and v be 
two positive integers, m a real number and D an open set of R”. 
DEFINITION 1. A C”O function p =p(z, <) defined in n x R” is said to be 
in S” = S,“(Q, R”), if and only if it extends holomorphically for z E fi, 
where n” is an open neighborhood of R in C”, and satisfies the following: 
For every compact set K c 4, there are two constants, C > 0 and R > 0, 
such that for every z E K, <E If?“, and a E N”, 
lD;p(z,r)( < C’=‘+l Ial! (1 + ](I)“-‘“’ for ItI ZR Ial. (1) 
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We also need to recall the definition of the kernels as defined in [ 11. Let Q 
be an open set in (R” and U be an open neighborhood of the origin in IR”. 
DEFINITION 2. Assume m > 0. A distribution k = k(z, x) defined in 
LJ X U is said to be in Km = Kz(f2, U) if and only if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) There is 6, an open neighborhood of Q in C”, and a 
neighborhood r of Uj{O} in C”\(O) of the form Rex E q{O}, [Imxl < 
hIRexl, such that f=klax(u\lo,) extends holomorphically to d X r, and 
satisfies: 
For every compact set Kc fi, there is C > 0 such that 
Iftz,~)l~CIXI-“-m for (z, x) E K x lY (2) 
(ii) The distribution k is of the form: 
k(z, -‘) = Fp,f(z, -) + c C,(z) acn’, 
where the C,‘s are analytic functions in 0, 0 E C?(U), 19 E 1 near 0 and Fp, 
defined by 
(O~g9 4) = jg(x) (4(x) - , grn Fxa8(x)) dx for 4 E C,“(U). (4) 
a 
(iii) If m E N, then for every compact set Kc fi there is C > 0 such 
that for every a E N”, (al = m, and every E > 0, 
I j 
xy(z, x) dx < c, for z E K. (5) 
1x1 >E 
xcu 
Condition (3) is clearly independent of the choice of the cut-off function 8. 
If k E Km and a E N”, then Dzk E Km+la’. 
We can also define kernels of negative order: 
DEFINITION 3. Assume m < 0. K” = Kt(l2, U) is the space of 
distributions k defined in a x U such that for each a E Nfl with Ial + m > 0, 
Pk E K;+‘“‘(a, v). x 
It is clear that it suffices, in Definition 3, to take those a’s satisfying 
O<m+Ja( < 1. 
The reader easily check that for m < 0, K” can also be described as in 
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Definition 2, by replacing (2), (3), (5) by the following conditions (2’) (3’), 
(5’): 
lDx”f(z, xl < c if n+m+]a]<O, 
ID?Jf(z,x)( < c (XI-(“+m+‘=‘) if n+m+(a(>O and (a(<-m, 
I~,“f(G 41 = c 11% 1x11 if mEZ and n+m+la)=O (2’) 
The distribution k coincides with the integrable function$ (3’) 
If m is a negative integer then there is C > 0 such that for 
Ial =-m and E > 0 
D,“f (z, x) dx < C for z E K. (5’) 
xcu 
We shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. (i) If p(z, 5) E Sr(l2, R”), then its inverse Fourier 
transform 
k(z, x) = (ST- ‘p) = j eiX’ lp(z, <) dr 
is in Kz(R, U) for some U c R”. 
(ii) Conversely, if k E Kz(12, U), then there is p E St(Q, R”) such 
that k -F- ‘p is an analytic function in a x U’, where U’ is an open 
neighborhood of 0 in R”. 
When p is the sum of homogeneous terms in 5, then this result can be 
found in Boutet de Monvel-KrCe [3]. 
In the proofs, the variable z is essentially a parameter which we will omit; 
one can easily check that all estimates are uniform when z is in a compact 
set of d. 
II. DISTRIBUTION KERNELS CORRESPONDING TO ANALYTIC SYMBOLS 
In this Section we shall prove part (i) of Theorem 1 when m > 0. We 
have: 
LEMMA 1. Let m E IF?, m > 0, and p E P(lR”) satisfying 
lP;~(t)l< CC1 + ItI)“-‘” for lal<m+n+ 1. (6) 
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If k=K-‘P, andf its restriction to R”\{O}, then: 
(a) There is C,,, (depending only on n and m) such that 
If(x)I < cn,,c IXlrn for x E R”\(O), Ix/ < 1. (7) 
(b) k = Fp,f+ C CJ(@ for some 8 E Cr(R”), 0 s 1 
Inl<m 
near 0, and C, E C. 
Proof When m = 0, part (a) of this lemma is well known; we give it here 
for the convenience of the reader. 
For E E (0, 11, we set PC(<) = e-“t’lp(<). It is clear that p, satisfies (6) with 




x”k,(x) = i’“‘(I, + I, + 13), i=&i, 
I, = 
I D*p,(t) #(lx I <>(eix’r - 1) dt, 
I, = c D”P,(<) @(lx I 0 d& 
1, = I D”p,(W -@I Ok”‘” &, 
and 4 E Cp(R”), $ E 1 for I{[ < 1, and q5 E 0 for lrl > 2. 
We have 
(1 + ItI)“-‘*’ (xl [<I dt< C,CIXI-~-~+‘~‘. (9) 
Integrating I, by parts, we get 
IZ*l< wj (1 + Iq)m-‘U’+ Ix/d<< C;Clxj-“-“+‘“‘.(lO) 
~/lxl<lll<~/lxl 
For j = l,..., n we have 
Xj’, = i I D,[o”p,(<)(l - #(lx1 <>)I eiX’” d6 
making use of (6) and (8), we obtain 
IXjI,l Q C3CIXJ-n-m+‘=‘+1 (11) 
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We conclude from (9), (lo), and (11) that there is C,,, > 0 such that for 
EE(O, l] and 1x1< 1 
IX n +“k,(xl< cm., c. (12) 
The kc’s are smooth and converge to k in P”(lR”), as E -+ 0, therefore (12) 
implies (7). 
On the other hand, (12) implies that, for Ial > m and /xl< 1, x”k,(x) is 
bounded in L’ for some r > 1; therefore x”k is locally integrable, which 
yields part (b) of Lemma 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. If p is in S” with m > 0, then k =Y-‘p satisfies (2). 
Proof: For R > 0 there is A4 > 0 such that for every p E N” there is 
4 = Q. E Cco(iRfl) satisfying 
$a> = 0 for Itl<R(IPl+m+n+l), 
4(r) = 1 for lCl>2R(IPI+m+n+l), 
I qG)l & A@“’ for lal<lPl+mtnt 1. (13) 
If p E S” and k =F-‘p, then D:k = i141(I, + I,), with 
1, =F-‘((1 - Q(T)) rbP(r)), 
I, =~-‘($w FP(3(r)). 
We clearly have 
lI*I G C~,l,<~n(,b,+m+n+I) (1 + lw7v’ &-< Ptl IPI! (14) 
with C, independent of /3. 
On the other hand, for JyI = I/3/ we have 
xv, = (A)‘4 K-‘(q(g), 
with 
Making use of (1) and (13), we can find C, > 0 independent of p such that 
for lal<mtn+ 1, 
lD”q(t)l <C:“+’ IPI! (1 t ICI)“-‘*I. 
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Applying Lemma 1 to q and using (14), we obtain (I y I= I/?[) 
IxyD:k(x)) < cy’+’ IpI! IXJ-m-n, 
with C, independent of p, which yields (2). Q.E.D. 
In order to complete the proof of part (i) of Theorem 1 when m > 0, we 
need the following result: 
LEMMA 3. Let m E N and p E Cm@“) satisfying (6). Zf k = F- ‘p there 
isC’>OsuchthatSorall&E(O,l]andaEN”,(a(=m, 
x”k(x) dx Q C’. 
Remark 1. Let $ E C#?“) with support in (x/lx1 < l}, 4(O) f 0. For 
E > 0 set d,(x) = #(X/E). Taking (7) into account, (15) is equivalent o 
sup WW), I,(x))1 < C", 
O<&<l 
(16) 
moreover C” stays bounded when $ varies in a bounded set of C’. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let Q be as in Remark 1. We have 
(x”k(x), $,(x)) = iln’(2n)-” (D*P(<), 0&e<)). 
Using (6) we get 
which proves (16), and therefore Lemma 3 follows. Q.E.D. 
III. SYMBOLS ASSOCIATED TO THE KERNELS 
We start now the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 1, when m > 0. 
LEMMA 4. Assume m > 0. Let U’ and U be two open neighborhoods of 0 
in IR”, U’ @ U, and k a distribution on U, whose restriction to u\(O) is a 
smooth function satisfying for jj?] ,< 1: 
(D,“k(x)( <c IxIpm-‘Y (17) 
Assume that x”k is integrable in U for I a ( > m. 
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If m E N, assume there is $ E C?(U), ( = 1 on U’, such that for la I= m, 




and all r E R”, 
ID;&(T)1 < CM(I + ltgy-‘“‘. (19 1 
Moreover M stays bounded when $ and x vary in a bounded set of C’(o). 
Proof: Let a E N ‘9, m < Ja( < m + 1. For [<I > 1, we have 
D$(<) = (-i)‘“’ (I, + I, + I,), 
with 
I, = (xak ),x)9 
and E = l/161. 
I, = (xnk, #,x(e-iX’” - l)), 
I, = (xnk, (1 -#,)xe-‘““) 
Using (17) and (18) II,/ can be immediately estimated by CM, ~~~ml’u’. 
Observing that on the support of #, we have le-‘x” - II< 1x1 I<[, and using 
(17) we also have 
In order to estimate I,, we write 
rjI, = i-‘(D,,(x”(l - $,)Xk), eeiX”). 
Since on the support of 1 - 4, we have 1x1 It;1 > 6 > 0, and again using (17), 
we obtain 
lrjZ31~ CM, Jrlm-‘o’+‘. 
This completes the proof of (19) for I <I > 1, and it is obvious for I <I < 1. 
Q.E.D. 
In the rest of this section, we shall assume that U is an open neighborhood 
of 0 in R”, and k is a fixed distribution on U that is in K” (m > 0). We pick 
another neighborhood of 0 in R”U’ G U and a sequence of functions 
x, E C?(u), I E N, such that x, z 1 on U’ and satisfying 
I~;x,(4l< WoO’” 
MO being independent of 1 and a. 
for Ial</ and XE U, (20) 
Lemma 5 follows from (20) and Remark 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let m >O and kE Km. There is C > 0 such that, for all 
IEN anda,p,yEN” satisfyingm<(a I < m + 1, IPI = I YI = L 
lD~+4<Y~~I Q C’+ ‘Z!(l + \<I)“-‘“‘. (22) 
ProoJ We want to apply Lemma 4 to the distributions x4DJh,+, k). In 
order to do so, it suffices to show that these distributions satisfy (17), which 
directly follows from (2) (by using the standard Cauchy inequalities in the 
complex domain) and (20). When m E N, we must also use Lemma 5 in 
order to verify (18). Q.E.D. 
,We want to associate a symbol to each k E Km; the natural candidates are 
x, k, unfortunately they are not analytic symbols in the sense of Definition 1. 
In order to solve this difficulty, we will use cut-off functions which have 
become standard by now (see, for example, [5]). We write 
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When m is a nonnegative integer we have, with the notation used in 
Remark 1: 
LEMMA 5. If m E N and k E K”, there is C > 0 such that for all 1 E N 
anda,/?, yEIN” with lal=m, IPI=lrl=l, 
0%$1 I@ 
a+bD;k, ~,+,)J < C’+ ‘1! (21) 
ProoJ First we note that x n+4D,‘k is the sum of 2’* terms of the form 
Dt’(x ftn’k), with lo’\ = m and I@‘/ = Iy’( = 1. Since we have 
(D~‘xffa’k, h,+l)E) = (-1)‘4” (xa’k, (xy’D:‘x,+ ,)J, 
where A is a positive parameter to be chosen later, and (#j) is a sequence of 
smooth real functions defined in IR” and satisfying 
#j(t) = l for l<l > 2% 
#j(t) = O for ICI cj, 
ID”#j(OI <MI”’ for lal<j+ 1 (24) 
(M, being independent ofj). 
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For 1 E N we also set 
sr(t) = p(t) - iii. (25) 
LEMMA 7. With the notation used above there are Iz and C > 0 such that 
for all a, /3, 1, and < satisfying Ial < 1, IpI < 1, ItI > 1 I/II, the following 
estimate holds: 
1 <=D;q,(r)l < c’+ ‘l!. 
The proof of Lemma 7 will be given later. Using this lemma with /I = 0 
and a = 0 if ItI < 1, and la I = 1 if [<I > 1, we obtain (with a different C)) 
Iq,(r)l< c’+W + IW. (26) 
Then, using Leibnitz formula, we get 
ID;“+4<yq,I < c[+‘l!(l + Ill)-‘“’ 
for m < Ial < m + 1, IPI = Ivl, I= lal+ IPI, and ItI> 24al+ IPI>. 
(27) 
Now we show that Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 imply part (ii) of Theorem 1 
when m > 0. 
(1) k -ST- ‘p is analytic near 0 
LetaER\l”andl=~a~+n+1.Since~,+,~1onU’,wegetfrom(25), 
(k -.F-lp)l,, =F-‘q,. 
Estimate (26) yields, for x E U’, 
ID,“(k -F-‘p)(x)1 < C;+ ‘I!, 
which implies the analyticity of k -.F-‘p on U’. 
(2) p is an analytic symbol in S” 
It is clear that (22), (25), and (26) yield 
lq+Dryp(r)l < cy+’ IPI!(l + ItI)“-‘” 
for m Q Ial < m + 1, I/?[ = ly/ and I{[ > 2L(laJ + I/II). By Leibnitz formula we 
get the same estimate (with a different constant C,) for 1 ryD;+4p(<)J. Since 
p = 0 for 1 <I < 1 we obtain 
ID~p(t)l< C1;2’+’ Ial! (1 + I#“-‘“’ (28) 
for lal>m, ltl>2Jlal. 
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In order to complete the proof of the fact that p E Sm, we must show that 
(28) holds for Ial < m. Since p is a smooth function it suffices to prove: 
ID;P(t;)l< C,(l + Id)“+’ (29) 
for I/3/ < m, I<[ > U(m + 1). Integrating (28) for m ( IczI < m + 1 easily 
yields (29). 
In order to complete the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 1 when m > 0, we 
need to prove Lemma 7. 
Proof of Lemma 7. The first step is to show the following: There is 
C>Osuchthatforallj,IER\Jand/?EN”, 
Ix4CXj+ I -XI+ 1) k(Ol < C”’ 1 (c’li; 1’)“’ + (C’ir; l’)j”l (30) 
We can assume 1 <j. For ( aI = I + 1 we have 
DtCcYj+ 1 -Xr+I)XBkl 
=Oli+~-~I+,)(D,“x”k)-[D,“,~,+,lx~k+ [DZ,Xj+IlX4k* (31) 
Making use of (20), and observing that on u\U’ we have for all /3, y 
ID,Yx4kl < @‘C’Y yl!, 
we see that the Fourier transforms of the first two terms of the right hand 
side of (3 1) can be estimated by C$ +‘+‘(I + l)! 
Similarly, for I yl = j - 1 the Fourier transform of Dir[D,*, xi+ ,] x4k can be 
estimated by Ch”’ +j+i(j + l)! yielding 
[[D-(s)1 < Cib’+jt’(j+ l)! I<lr-j. 
Now, using these estimates and (31), we obtain for (al = I + 1 
which yield the sought estimate (30). 
From (23) and (25) we have q, = qi + qr with 
4: = (94(W) - 1)x,+ 1-(S). 
The function #,(c/A) - 1 is compactly supported in I<[ < 21. Using (22), 
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we see that q,Y satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 7. Therefore it remains only 
to study q;. 
Let la/ < 1, I/31 < 1. The term r*Dfqj is the sum of 214”’ terms of the form 
with /I’ Q /3. 
For c in the support of (#j - #j+,)(t/A), we have lzj< l<l( 2n(j + 1). 
Therefore, if we assume ItI > 2,I I/II, the sum in (33) is only forj> I/3 - 1, 
then we can make use of (24). Also using (30), the sum (33) can be 
estimated by 
M’+‘lrl’a’C(C(1+1))‘+1+ y ) 
( ) 
j+l 
the sum is forj> 1, satisfying 
4l.G 14 < w t 1). 
Note that M might depend on 1 but not C. 
We clearly have 
,<& (C’fi l’)“’ < c”+*(lt l)! [<I-‘. (35) 
On the other hand if 1 is large enough (A > 4C), there is E > 0 such that if 
Aj<J<l<2A(j+ 1) we have 
Using the inequality I<[‘*’ e- “II < s-la’ 1 al! we conclude from (34) (35), 
and (36) that 
Irf”D;q;l< P+‘{(l t l)! I#“‘-‘+ /al!}, 
which completes the proof of Lemma 7. Q.E.D. 
IV. THE CASE m < 0 AND OTHER REMARKS 
(1) Proof of Theorem 1 when m < 0. 
Let m < 0, we first prove part (i) of Theorem 1 in this case. Let p E S” 
and k = jr-‘p. Since (“p E S” + Ia’, and using Theorem 1 when m > 0, we 
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have D;kEKm+l”’ for (a( > -m, which proves that k E Km (by 
Definition 3). 
Now we prove part (ii) of Theorem 1 (when m < 0). Let k E Km and I E R\i 
such that m + 21< 0, then k, = di k E Km+*‘. Using Theorem 1 (for positive 
order), we can find p1 E Sm+ 21 such that k, -57--p, is analytic in a 
neighborhood of x = 0. We can assume p1 = 0 in a neighborhood of < = 0; 
then p = (- I<12)‘p1 is in Sm. The distribution k - Sr- ‘p satisfies 
Ai(k -Y-‘p) = k, - F-‘pl, therefore it is also analytic near x = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
(2) We list here some oher properties of Km. 
(a) If m E R and k E Km, then for all a E N”, Dzk E Km+ l*‘, and 
x”k E Km-‘“‘. 
(b) If k(z, x) is a distribution on R X U such that for all a E N”, 
1 a I= 1, D;k E Kt(l2, v>, then k E Kr-‘(Ll, U). 
(c) If k E Km, for every 1 E N there is k, E Kmp2’ such that k - Aj, k, 
is analytic in a neighborhood of x = 0. 
(3) If v = n and k E Km@, U), we can consider the following analytic 
pseudodifferential operator: 
K: $ -, (JW(z) = j k(z, z -Y> #(Y) dy (37) 
It seems interesting to observe that, using the representation (37), we can 
give a simple proof of the fact that this class of operators is invariant under 
analytic change of coordinates. 
More precisely, let v be an analytic differomorphism from an open set Q’ 
of R” onto a. It is easy to see that the operator induced by the change of 
variable z = I is associated to a new kernel k’(z’, x’) given by: 
k’(z’, x’) = k(v(z’), I - t//(z’ - x’)) jdv(z’ - x’)l, (38) 
where Idyll denotes the jacobian of I,U. It should be noted that (38) has a clear 
meaning in the distributions sense. We have: 
PROPOSITION 1. For every ~2; G .R’, the distribution k’ deBned by (38) is 
in K,“(L!;, U’), where U’ is an open neighborhood of 0 in R”. 
Proof: First we observe that we can write I - ~(2’ -x’) = 
A(z’, x’) x’, where A(z’, x’) is a real n x n invertible matrix, when z’ and x’ 
are real, depending analytically on z’, x’. Since k satisfies (2) (or (2’), if 
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m < 0) it is obvious that k’ also satisfies the same condition. If m < 0, it is 
also clear that k’ satisfies (3’). If m > 0, it follows from (3) that we have 
k’(z’, .) = Fpe,f’(z’, .) + c C,(z’) cfSca’, (39) 
lol<m 
where the C, are analytic in z’, f’ is the restriction of k’ to x’ # 0, and 0,, is 
given by 
B,,(x’) = B(y(z’) - ly(z’ - x’)). 
There is E > 0 such that if z’ E Q; and (~‘1 < 2.5, then 6,(x’) = 1. Choose 
6’ supported in Ix’ I< 2.5 and 0/(x’) = 1 for Ix’ 1 < E. In order to prove that 
k’ satisfies (3), it suffices to show (using (39)) that the functions 
J&‘) = J fl(Z’, x’)(8’(x’) - B,,(x’)) X’Q dx’ 
are analytic in z’. We have 
J&‘> =I f’(Z’, x’) B’(x’) x’(I fix’ IX’I >& 
+ jf(wWb x> e(x)(4,@)>= I&,(x)l fix (40) 
where A,, is the inverse map of the map x’ + x = I - ~(z’ - x’). 
The first integral in (40) is cearly analytic in z’. The function integrated in 
the second integral is analytic in x, for x near the boundary of the domain of 
integration, i.e., I A,(x)l near E, which implies the analyticity of this integral 
in z’. 
It remains only to show that when m E Z, k’ satisfies (5) (or (5’)). For 
the sake of simplicity, we can assume m = 0, the proof in the other cases 
being very similar to the one in this case. 
We shall let the variable z’ become complex. We write z’ = u + iv and 
consider the (n + 1)-cycle 
(s, t) -+ ty(u + isv) - tf(u + isv - t), 
with O,<s< 1, tE R”, s<ltl<R (R being fixed small enough). 
The boundary of this cycle consists of four pieces denoted by r,, r, , yE, 
and yR obtained, respectively, by taking s = 0, s = 1, 1 t I = E, and I tI = R. 
In order to show that k’ satisfies (5), we must estimate the integral 
I k’(z’, t) dr = j k(y/(z’), <) dc. ~6 lfl <R r1 
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Since k satisfies (5) (see also Remark l), the integral 
1, k(W), 0 4 = 5,, ,~ 
I’ 
(x), OR k(W), x> dx 
stays bounded as E -+ 0. Using Cauchy theorem, it remains only to show that 
the integral 
I k(W), 4 4 
YE 
(41) 
is also bounded. In order to do so, we parametrize yE by (s, o) E [0, 1 ] x 
S”-’ by writing t = EO. On yE we have 
which immediately shows that (41) is bounded. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 1. Q.E.D. 
(4) We conclude this paper by observing that the methods used in Section 
II and III (in particular Lemmas 1, 3 and 4) give also a characterization of 
the distribution kernels of C”O pseudodifferential operators associated to 
symbols in Hormander’s class ST0 [4]. If m > 0 it suffices to replace (2) by 
the following estimate: 
la;a~f(z,x)[ < c,,, lXI-“-m-‘c (42) 
Similarly, we can also characterize the kernels of Gevrey pseudodif- 
ferential operators by appropriately estimating the constants C,,, in (42). 
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